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The entry level Android smartphone Samsung Galaxy Y is latest launch of the year. The phone is
operational on the Android Gingerbread Operating System and is supported with the 832MHz
processor, further it has got the RAM of about 300MB RAM. The phone carries the dimensions 58 x
104 x 11.5 mm with the weight of 97.5grams only. Calling it a great package involves several points
that can be summarized the best features incorporated into the phone that are Android OS v2.3 with
the 883 MHz processor. The TFT capacitive touchscreen of about 3.0 inches offers the resolution of
240 x 320 pixels, practical QWERTY Keypad with the camera of about 2 megapixels in addition to
the video recording. Phone is supported with the normal 1200 mAh battery, HTML Brower, Push
Email and MicroSD Card of 32 GB. Further, the phone has got the Bluetooth v3.0 in the company of
A2DP, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, microUSB v2.0, GPRS, HSDPA7.2 Mbps 3G data transfer speed, EDGE,
and GPS through the support of A-GPS. Additional features are Google Search, Gmail, Maps,
Google Talk, YouTube, Calendar, Picasa integration, Voice memo, and Quick office document
viewer.

Taking about the camera briefly, the Samsung Y S5360 with 2 mega pixels camera in front in
addition to 2x digital zoom features Geo tagging as well. The several connectivity choices that the
phone offers inculcate EDGE, GPRS, Wi-Fi, 3G, and Bluetooth 3.0 HS, micro-USB. And since the
phone is operational on the Android Gingerbread OS, there are being facilitated almost all the
android features that are WiFi hot spot, tethering, and admittance to download the applications from
the Android market. Other striking features of the phone are Audio and the video player, FM Radio,
Broadcom Videocore IV GPU, storage capacity which is expandable upto 32 GB.

The positive points are the Compact and elegant design, reasonably priced, high-quality
performance, excellent camera quality in such a low price tag. Excellent audio player is surely the
best thing. The Specification says that the operating Freqency are - GSM - 850, 900, 1800, 1900;
UMTS â€“ 2100, Touchwiz User Interface, and it is a Java supported phone. There is an option for the
Video Recording at15 fps. The several camera features that make photography a great experience
are Image Editor, Geo-tagging, Smile Shot, Panorama Shot. Samsung Galaxy Y S5360 Price is
pretty reasonable.

The battery that the Samsung Galaxy supports is Li-ion 1200mAh that provides you the talk time of
around 6 hrs in 2G with the Standby Time of 120 hrs. The in-house memory is around 160 MB and
you get a Memory Card of about 2 GB. There is facilitated the Memory Slot â€“ microSD that provides
the assurance that memory can be extended up till 32 GB. Samsung mobile price are much lower in
comparison to the other brands.
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